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the Journal this morning, so we need to suspend the rules 
to bring it up.

PRESIDENT: Okay, any discussion? Motion to suspend....
they want to know what the motion is about, so you had 
better tell them that.

SENATOR WESELY: The resolution was passed out earlier 
this afternoon. It is LR 196, and so you should all 
have copies, or had copies on your desk. It essentially 
just talks about the Capitol environs and there is an 
effort to tear down a building across the street here, 
and we don't take any position on that but just call to 
the attention of the Lincoln City Council that there is 
a Capitol environs plan and they should keer that in mind 
when making a decision. So, it doesn't take a position 
on anything in particular but wants to remind people that 
the Capitol is a beautiful building and that we have a 
Capitol environs plan that should be followed when making 
any zoning decisions around it.

PRESIDENT: Does that answer your question? Any further
discussion? If not, all those in favor of suspending the 
rules to take up LR 196 vote aye, opposed nay. Record 
the vote.

CLERK: 33 ayes, 0 nays to suspend the rules, Mr. President

PRESIDENT: Motion carries. The rules are suspended. Now
for the motion, Senator Wesely. Or the resolution, excuse 
me, adoption of the resolution. We cannot hear anything.
Go ahead.

SENATOR WESELY: I'm sorry, I just again would like to
move the adoption of the resolution. It essentially calls 
for the City Council here in Lincoln to keep In mind that 
we adopted an environs plan for the Capitol to protect 
its beauty and it doesn't really say anything specific 
other than watch out and protect our treasure of the state.

PRESIDENT: Okay. Anything further? Any further dis
cussion? All those in favor of adopting the LR 196 vote 
aye, opposed nay. Record the vote.

CLERK: 37 ayes, 0 nays, on adoption of the resolution,
Mr. President.

PRESIDENT: Motion carries. The resolution is adopted?
Anything further, Mr. Clerk?

CLERK: Yes, Mr. President. Mr. President, I have a
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